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Active walker model for the formation of human and animal trail systems
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Active walker models have recently proved their great value for describing the formation of clusters,
periodic patterns, and spiral waves as well as the development of rivers, dielectric breakdown patterns, and
many other structures. It is shown that they also allow one to simulate the formation of trail systems by
pedestrians and ants, yielding a better understanding of human and animal behavior. A comparison with
empirical material shows a good agreement between model and reality. Our trail formation model includes an
equation of motion, an equation for environmental changes, and an orientation relation. It contains some model
functions, which are specified according to the characteristics of the considered animals or pedestrians. Not
only the kind of environmental changes differs: Whereas pedestrians leave footprints on the ground, ants
produce chemical markings for their orientation. Nevertheless, it is more important that pedestrians steer
towards a certain destination, while ants usually find their food sources by chance, i.e., they reach their
destination in a stochastic way. As a consequence, the typical structure of the evolving trail systems depends
on the respective species. Some ant species produce a dendritic trail system, whereas pedestrians generate a
minimal detour system. The trail formation model can be used as a tool for the optimization of pedestrian
facilities: It allows urban planners to design convenient way systems which actually meet the route choice
habits of pedestrians.@S1063-651X~97!13308-6#

PACS number~s!: 05.40.1j, 61.43.2j, 82.30.Nr, 89.50.1r
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I. INTRODUCTION

The emergence of complex behavior in a system cons
ing of simple, interacting elements@1–3# is among the mos
fascinating phenomena of our world. Examples can be fo
in almost every field of today’s scientific interest, rangi
from coherent pattern formation in physical and chemi
systems@4–6#, to the motion of animal swarms in biolog
@7,8#, and the behavior of social groups@9–11#.

In life and social sciences, one is usually convinced t
the evolution of social systems is determined by numer
factors, such as cultural, sociological, economic, politic
ecological, etc. However, in recent years, the developmen
the interdisciplinary field ‘‘science of complexity’’ has led t
the insight that complex dynamic processes may also re
from simple interactions, and evensocialstructure formation
could be well described within a mathematical approa
@10–14#. Moreover, at a certain level of abstraction, one c
find many common features between complex structure
very different fields.

A recent field of particular interest is the microsimulatio
of self-organization phenomena occurring in traffic system
This includes the formation of jammed states in freeway
city traffic @15–28#, as well as the various collective patter
of motion developing in pedestrian crowds@28–32#, like os-
cillatory changes of the walking direction at narrow passa
561063-651X/97/56~3!/2527~13!/$10.00
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or roundabout traffic at crossings.
In this paper, we draw attention to the specific collecti

phenomenon oftrail formation @33,34#, which is widely
spread in the world of animals and humans. Regarding t
shape, duration, and extension, trail systems of different
mal species and humans differ, of course. However, m
striking is the question of whether there is a common und
lying dynamics which allows for a generalized description
the formation and evolution of trail systems.

As our experience tells us, trails are adapted to the
quirements of their users. In the course of time, frequen
used trails become more developed, making them more
tractive, whereas rarely used trails vanish again. Trails w
large detours become optimized by creating shortcuts. N
destinations or entry points are connected to an existing
system. These dynamical processes occur basically with
any common planning or direct communication among
users. Instead, the adaptation process can be understood
self-organization phenomenon, resulting from the nonlin
feedback between users and trails@35#.

In order to simulate this process, here we propose
particle-based, multiagent approach to structure format
which belongs to the class ofactive walker models. Like
random walkers, active walkers are subject to fluctuatio
and influences of their environment. However, they are
ditionally able tochangetheir environmentlocally, e.g., by
2527 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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altering an environmental potential, which in turn influenc
their further movement and their behavior. In particul
changes produced by some walkers can influence other w
ers. Hence the nonlinear feedback can be interpreted a
indirect interaction between the active walkers via enviro
mental changes, which may lead to the self-organization
spatial structures.

Active walker models have proved their versatility in
variety of applications, such as formation of complex stru
tures@36–42#, pattern formation in physicochemical system
@43–46#, aggregation in biological@47,48# or urban@49# sys-
tems, and generation of directed motion@50,51#. The ap-
proach provides a quite stable and fast numerical algori
for simulating processes involving large density gradien
and it is also applicable in cases where only small part
numbers govern the structure formation. In particular,
active walker model is applicable to processes of pattern
mation which are intrinsically determined by thehistory of
their creation, such as the formation of trail systems, d
cussed in this paper.

In Sec. II, the active walker model for trail formation
formulated in terms of a Langevin equation for the mov
ment of the walkers, an equation for environmental chang
and a relation describing the orientation of the walkers w
respect to existing trails. As one application of the mod
Sec. III describes the formation of trunk trails in ant col
nies, which are commonly used to exploit food sources. A
second application, in Sec. IV the evolution of pedestr
trail systems is modeled. Both Secs. III and IV presen
comparison of computational results with real trail system
indicating a good agreement between model and empir
facts. In Sec. IV A, the equations for pedestrian trail syste
are scaled to dimensionless equations, in order to dem
strate that the evolving trail systems are~apart from the
boundary conditions! only determined by two parameter
In Sec. IV B, a macroscopic formulation of human trail fo
mation is derived from the microscopic equations, allowi
analytical investigations and an efficient calculation of t
stationary solution by a self-consistent-field method. O
conclusions and an outlook, which suggests an applicatio
the model to the optimization of trail systems, are presen
in Sec. V.

II. ACTIVE WALKER MODEL OF TRAIL FORMATION

In order to introduce our model, we first describe the p
cess of trail formation within a general stochastic framewo
Hence in this section the active walkers are not specified
pedestrians or animals. Rather, they are considered as
trary moving agents, who continuously change their envir
ment by leavingmarkingswhile moving. These markings
can, for example, be imagined as damaged vegetation on
ground~as in the case of hoofed animals or pedestrians! or as
chemical markings~as in the case of ants!.

The spatiotemporal distribution of the existing markin
will be described by aground potential Gk(r ,t). Trails are
characterized by particularly large values ofGk(r ,t). The
subscriptk allows one to distinguish differentkindsof mark-
ings. Due to weathering or chemical decay, the marki
have a certainlifetime Tk(r ) which characterizes their loca
durability. Therefore, existing trails tend to fade, and t
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ground potential would exponentially adapt to thenatural
ground conditions Gk

0(r ), if the production of markings were
stopped. However, the creation of new markings by agena
is described by the termQa(ra ,t)d(r2ra), where Dirac’s
delta functiond(r2ra) makes a contribution only at the ac
tual positionra(t) of the walker. The quantityQa(ra ,t) rep-
resents the strength of new markings and will be speci
later. In summary, we obtain the following equation for t
spatiotemporal evolution of the ground potential:

dGk~r ,t !

dt
5

1

Tk~r !
@Gk

0~r !2Gk~r ,t !#1(
a

Qa~ra ,t !

3d„r2ra~ t !…. ~1!

The motionof the active walkera on a two-dimensional
surface will be described by the following Langevin equ
tions:

dra~ t !

dt
5va~ t !, ~2a!

dva~ t !

dt
52gava~ t !1fa~ t !1A2«agaja~ t !. ~2b!

Equations~2! consider both deterministic and stochastic
fluences on the motion of the active walker.va denotes the
actual velocityof walkera. ga represents some kind offric-
tion coefficient. It is given by therelaxation timeta of ve-
locity adaptation, specified later:ga51/ta . The last term
describes random variations of the motion in accorda
with the fluctuation-dissipation theorem.«a is the intensity
of the stochastic forceja(t), which was assumed to b
Gaussian white noise:

^ja~ t !&50, ^ja i~ t !jb j~ t8!&5dabd i j d~ t2t8!. ~3!

The a dependence of«a takes into account that differen
walkers could behave more or less erratically, depending
their current situation.

Finally, the termfa represents deterministic influences o
the motion, such as intentions to move into a certain dir
tion with a certain desired velocity, or to keep distance fro
neighboring walkers. According to thesocial force concept
@28,30#, fa is specified as follows:

fa~ t !5
va

0

ta
ea~ra ,va ,t !1 (

b~Þa!
fab~ra ,va ;rb ,vb!. ~4!

Here va
0 describes thedesired velocity, and ea the desired

directionof the walker. The termfab delineates the effect o
pair interactions between walkersa andb on the motion of
walker a @28,30,33#. Since we will focus on cases of rar
direct interactions,fab can be approximately neglected her
Thus Eq.~2b! becomes

dva~ t !

dt
5

va
0ea~ra ,va ,t !2va~ t !

ta
1A2«agaja~ t !, ~5!

where the first term reflects an adaptation of the actual w
ing directionva /ivai to the desired walking directionea and
an acceleration toward the desired velocityva

0 with a certain
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56 2529ACTIVE WALKER MODEL OF TRAIL FORMATION . . .
relaxation timeta . Assuming that the timeta is rather short
compared to the time scale of trail formation~which is char-
acterized by the durabilityTk), Eq. ~5! can be adiabatically
eliminated. This leads to the followingequation of motion:

dra

dt
5va~ra ,t !'va

0ea~ra ,va ,t !1A2«ataja~ t !. ~6!

To complete our trail formation model, we must final
specify theorientation relation

ea~ra ,va ,t !5ea„$Gk~r ,t !%,ra ,va…, ~7!

which determines the desired walking direction in depend
on the ground potentialsGk(r ,t). Since the concrete orien
tation relation for pedestrians differs from that for ants,
will be introduced later on, in the respective sections. Ho
ever, it is clear that the presence of a trail will have
attractiveeffect, i.e., it will induce an orientationtoward it.
According to Eq.~6!, this will cause a tendency to approac
and to use the trail.

Therefore, the mechanism of trail formation is based
some kind ofagglomeration process, which is delocalized
due to the directedness of the walkers’ motion. Starting w
a plain, spatially homogeneous ground, the walkers w
move arbitrarily. However, by continuously leaving mar
ings, they produce trails which have an attractive effect
nearby walkers. Thus the agents begin to use already exis
trails after some time. By this, a kind ofselection process
between trails occurs~cf. Ref. @43#!: Frequently used trails
are reinforced, which makes them even more attract
whereas rarely used trails may vanish again. The trails be
to bundle, especially where different trails meet or interse
Therefore, even walkers with different entry points and d
tinations use and maintain common parts of the trail syst

III. TRUNK TRAIL FORMATION BY ANTS

As a first example, we want to model the formation
trunk trails, which is a widely observed phenomenon in
colonies, such as in theMyrmicinae, Dolichoderinae, and
Formicinaespecies, commonly foraging for food from a ce
tral nest @51–53#. The trails are used to connect the foo
sources with the nest to allow for a collective exploitation
the food. In the case of ants, the markings are chemical s
posts, so-calledpheromones, which also provide the basi
orientation for foraging and homing of the animals. Ho
ever, note that not all ants species form trails. There i
variety of very complex foraging patterns in ants, such
swarm riding of army ants~e.g., in the species ofEcitonand
Dorylus! @54#. Therefore, here we restrict ourselves to ca
in which trunk trail formation of group riding ants is re
ported.

Before we present our model, we would like to menti
some differences between active walkers and ants. The l
are rather complex biological creatures which are capabl
using additional information~e.g., landmark use! or egocen-
tric navigation @55# for their food searching and homing
Moreover, they can store information in an individu
memory and communicate with nest mates in a very comp
manner@56#.

We will neglect these abilities, in order to show that th
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are not necessary for trail formation. The active walkers
our model merely count on thelocal informationprovided by
the chemical trail, in order to guide themselves. They do
have additional navigation or information processing ca
bilities, and are not subject to long-range attracting forces
the food sources or to the nest. Hence the formation of tr
trails in the following model is clearly a self-organizing pro
cess, based on the local interactions of the walkers@51#.

Trunk trails used for foraging are typically dendritic i
form. Each one starts from the nest vicinity as a single th
pathway that splits first into branches and then into twigs
convey large numbers of ants rapidly into the foraging ar
~see Fig. 1!.

In order to distinguish those trails which lead to a fo
source, the ants,after discovering a food source, useanother
pheromone to mark their trails, which stimulates the recru
ment of additional ants to follow that trail. In our activ

FIG. 1. ~a! Dendritic trunk trail system of the ant specie
Pheidole militicida~after Ref.@52#!. ~b! Simulation result of trunk
trail formation by active walkers. The result is in good agreem
with the empirical findings.
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2530 56HELBING, SCHWEITZER, KELTSCH, AND MOLNÁR
walker model, we count on that fact by using two differe
chemical markings: Chemical 0 is used by the active walk
as long as they have not reached a food source, i.e., on
way from the nest to the food or during search perio
Chemical 1 is only used by active walkers after they ha
reached a food source, i.e., on their way back from fo
sources to the nest. An internal parameterka5$0,1% indi-
cates which of these markings is produced by the ac
walkera. Hence the production term for the ground potent
in Eq. ~1! is defined as follows:

Qa~ra ,t !5~12ka!q0exp@2b0~ t2t0
a!#

1kaq1exp@2b1~ t2t1
a!#. ~8!

The first term is relevant forka50, i.e., when searching
food source, whereas the second term contributes only
ka51, i.e., after having found some food. Since the capa
of producing chemical markings is limited, we have assum
that the quantity of chemical produced by a walker af
leaving the nest or the food source decreases exponentia
time, whereb0 andb1 are the respective decay paramete
q0 andq1 denote the initial production, andt0

a andt1
a are the

times when the walkera has started from the nest or the foo
source, respectively.

Due to the two chemical markings, we have two differe
ground potentialsG0(r ,t) and G1(r ,t) here, which provide
orientation for the walkers. In the following, we need
specify how they influence the motion of the agents, es
cially their desired directionsea(ra ,va ,t). At this point, we
take into account that the walkersa will not directly be
affected in their behavior by the ground potentialsGk(r ,t)
themselves, which reflect the pureexistenceof markings of
typek at placer . They will, rather, be influenced by theper-
ceptionof their environment from their actual positionsra ,
which will be described by thetrail potentials

Vtr
k~ra ,va ,t !5Vtr

k
„$Gk~r ,t !%,ra ,va…. ~9!

For the detection of chemical markings, insects like a
use specific receptors which are located at their so-ca
antennae. Their perception is mainly determined by the an
2w of perception, which is given by the angle between
antennae~cf. Fig. 2!. Therefore, we make the assumption

Vtr
k~ra ,va ,t !

5E
0

Dr

dr8E
2w

1w

dw8r 8

3Gk~ra1r 8„cos~va1w8!,sin~va1w8!…,t !, ~10!

where the angleva is given by the current walking directio

ea* ~ t !5
va~ t !

iva~ t !i 5„cosva~ t !,sinva~ t !…. ~11!

According to Eq.~10!, our active walkers integrate over th
ground potential between the antennae of lengthDr . Note,
however, that the restriction to the angle of perception is
an indispensible assumption for the generation of trails@57#.
Thus it could be neglected in a minimal model. Neverthele
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it has been introduced to mimic the biological constitution
the ants and to keep close to biology.

The perception of already existing trails will have anat-
tractive effectftr(ra ,va ,t) to the active walkers. This ha
been defined by the gradients of the trail potentials,

ftr
a~r ,v,t !5~12ka!“Vtr

1~r ,v,t !1ka“Vtr
0~r ,v,t !. ~12!

The above formula takes into account that walkers wh
move out from the nest to reach a food source (ka50) ori-
entate by chemical 1, whereas walkers which move b
from the food (ka51) orientate by chemical 0. This implie
that initially, in the absence of chemical 1, the walkers mo
as random walkers which discover a food source only
chance.

We complete our model of trunk trail formation by spec
fying the orientation relation of the walkers. Assuming
ea(r ,v,t)5ftr

a(r ,v,t)/i ftr
a(r ,v,t)i , the desired walking direc-

tion ea(r ,v,t) points in the direction of the steepest increa
of the relevant trail potentialVtr

k(r ,v,t). However, this for-
mula does not take into account the ants’ persistence to k
the previous direction of motion@58#. The latter reduces the
probability of changing to the opposite walking direction b
fluctuations, which would cause the ants to move backwa
before reaching their goal. Therefore, we modify the abo
formula to

ea~r ,v,t !5
ftr
a~r ,v,t !1ea* ~ t2Dt !

Na~r ,v,t !
, ~13!

where Na(r ,v,t)5i ftr
a(r ,v,t)1ea* (t2Dt)i is a normaliza-

tion factor. That means, on a ground without markings,
walking direction tends to agree with the one at the previo
time t2Dt, but it can change by fluctuations.

Finally, it is known from ant species that they are able
leave a place where they do not find food and increase t
mobility to reach out for other areas. Since active walkers
not reflect their situation, they stick on their local markin
even if they did not find any food source. In order to increa

FIG. 2. Illustration of the model quantities characterizing t
antlike active walkera. The arrow represents the body of the a
and its orientationva with respect to the axesx and y of the
co-ordinate system. It ends at the pointra which corresponds to the
front of the ant’s head, where the antennae start. These have
lengthDr and include an angle 2w of perception.
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56 2531ACTIVE WALKER MODEL OF TRAIL FORMATION . . .
the mobility of the active walkers in those cases, we assu
that every walker has an individual noise intensity«a(t),
which is related to the walker’s spatial diffusion coefficie
and should increase continuously, as long as the walker d
not find a food source:

«a~ t !5~12ka!@«01r «~ t2t0
a!#21ka«0

2. ~14!

t0
a is again the starting time of walkera from the nest,«0 is

the initial noise level, andr « its growth rate. If the noise
intensity«a has reached a critical upper value, the walkea
behaves more or less as a random walker which does no
attention to the trail potential. But if the walker found som
food, its individual noise intensity is set back to the initi
value«0 .

Figure 1~b! shows the result of computer simulations
trunk trail formation. The related dendritic trail system
Pheidole milicida, a harvesting ant of the southwestern U
deserts, is displayed in Fig. 1~a!. In our simulation, a nest is
assumed in the middle of a triangular lattice of si
1003100 with periodic boundary conditions. Initially, ther
are no chemical markings on the lattice. At timet50, a
numberN0 of walkers start from the nest with a rando
direction, leaving markings of chemical 0. If a walker di
covers a food source by chance, it begins to produce che
cal 1. Should such a walker find its way back to the nes
activates an additional number of walkers, the recruits
move out. The maximum number of walkers in the simu
tion is limited toNmax, which denotes the population size

For the food sources, an extended food distribution at
top and bottom lines of the lattice is assumed@59#. These
sources could be exhausted by the visiting walkers, but
accidental discovery of new ones in the neighborhood res
in a branching of the main trails in the vicinity of the foo
sources and eventually leads to the dendritic structures.
trail system observed in Fig. 1~b! remains unchanged in it
major parts, as has also been reported in the biological
servations of trunk trail formation by ants@52#. Nevertheless,
some minor trails in the vicinity of the food sources sligh
shift in the course of time due to fluctuations.

IV. HUMAN TRAIL FORMATION

Trail formation by pedestrians has been investigated o
very recently@60#. It can be interpreted as a complex inte
play between pedestrian motion, human orientation, and
vironmental changes: On the one hand, pedestrians ten
take the shortest way to their destination. On the other ha
they avoid walking on bumpy ground, since this is unco
fortable. Therefore, they prefer to use existing trails, but th
build a new shortcut, if the relative detour would be t
large. In the latter case they generate a new trail, since f
prints clear some vegetation. Examples of the resulting t
systems can be found in green areas, like public parks~cf.
Fig. 3!.

Empirical studies have shown that pedestrian motion
be surprisingly well described by thesocial force model
sketched in Sec. II@11,29#. In particular, it has been demon
strated that this model allows a realistic simulation of vario
observed self-organization phenomena in pedestrian cro
@28–33#. This includes the emergence of collective patte
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of motion, e.g., lanes of uniform walking direction@30,33# or
roundabout traffic at intersections@31–33#.

In this section, however, we want to model the evoluti
of human trail patterns. We will assume that the pedestri
behave ‘‘reasonably’’ and, as before, we will restrict o
model to the most important factors. It is obvious that ped
trians are able to show a much more complicated beha
than described here.

Since the equation of motion~6! can be also applied to
pedestrians, we now have to specify how moving pedestr
change their environment by leaving footprints. This tim
we do not have to distinguish different kinds of marking
Thus we will need only one ground potentialG(r ,t), and the
subscriptk can be omitted. The value ofG is a measure of
the comfort of walking. ~Therefore, it can considerably de
pend on the weather conditions, which is not discussed h
any further.!

For the strengthQa(r ,t) of the markings produced by
footprints at placer , we assume

Qa~r ,t !5I ~r !F12
G~r ,t !

Gmax~r !G , ~15!

where I (r ) is the location-dependent intensity of clearin
vegetation. The saturation term@12G(r ,t)/Gmax(r )# results
from the fact that the clarity of a trail is limited to a max
mum valueGmax(r ).

On a plain, homogeneous ground without any trails,
desired directionea of a pedestriana at placer is given by
the directionea* of the next destinationda , i.e.,

ea~r ,v,t !5ea* ~da ,r !5
da2r

ida2r i 5“Ua~r !, ~16!

with the destination potential

Ua~r !52ida2r i . ~17!

However, the perception of already existing trails will ha
anattractive effectftr(r ,t) on the walker, which will again be
defined by the gradient of the trail potentialVtr(r ,t), speci-
fied later on:

FIG. 3. Between the straight, paved ways on the university ca
pus in Stuttgart-Vaihingen a trail system has evolved~center of the
picture!. Two types of nodes are observed: Intersections of t
trails running in a straight line, and junctions of two trails whic
smoothly merge into one trail@34,28#.
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FIG. 4. When pedestrians leave footprints o
the ground, trails will develop, and only parts o
the ground are used for walking~in contrast to
paved areas!. The similarity between the simula
tion result~left! and the trail system on the uni
versity campus of Brasilia~right, reproduction by
kind permission of Klaus Humpert! is obvious
@34,28#.
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ftr~r ,t !5“Vtr~r ,t !. ~18!

Since the potentialsU andVtr influence the pedestrian at th
same time, it seems reasonable to introduce anorientation
relation similar to Eq.~13!, by taking the sum of both po
tentials:

ea~r ,v,t !5
ftr~r ,t !1ea* ~da ,r !

N~r ,t !

5
1

N~r ,t !
“@Ua~r !1Vtr~r ,t !#. ~19!

HereN(r ,t)5i“@Ua(r )1Vtr(r ,t)#i serves as the norma
ization factor. By relation~19! we reach that the vecto
ea(ra ,t) points in a direction which is a compromise b
tween theshortnessof the direct way to the destination an
the comfortof using an existing trail.

Finally, we need to specify the trail potentialVtr for pe-
destrians. Obviously a trail must be recognized by the wa
ers and near enough in order to be used. Whereas the gr
potentialG(r ,t) describes theexistenceof a trail segment at
positionr , thetrail potential Vtr(ra ,t) reflects theattractive-
nessof a trail from the actual positionra(t) of the walker.
Since this will decrease with the distanceir2rai , we have
applied the relation

Vtr~ra ,t !5E d2r e2ir2rai /s~ra!G~r ,t !, ~20!
-
nd

wheres(ra) characterizes the sight, i.e., the range of visib
ity. In analogy to Eq.~10!, this formula could be easily gen
eralized to include conceivable effects of a pedestrian’s an
of sight. However, we will not do this here, since we wou
then have to calculate different trail potentialsVtr

a for all
walkersa. This would make the model much more comp
cated.

The simulation results of the above-described trail form
tion model are in good agreement with empirical obser
tions, as can be seen by comparison with photographs.
multiagent simulationsbegin with plain, homogeneou
ground. All pedestrians have their own destinations and e
points ~like shops, houses, underground stations, or park
lots!, from which they start at a randomly chosen time.
Fig. 4 the entry points and destinations are distributed o
the small ends of the ground, while in Fig. 5~Fig. 7! pedes-
trians move between all possible pairs of three~four! fixed
places.

At the beginning, pedestrians take thedirect waysto their
respective destinations. However, after some time pede
ans begin to use already existing trails, since this is m
comfortable than to clear new ways. The frequency of us
decides which trails are reinforced and which ones vanish
the course of time. If the attractiveness of the forming tra
is large, the final trail system is aminimal way system~which
is the shortest way system that connects all entry points
destinations!. However, because of the pedestrians’ dislike
taking detours, the evolution of the trail system norma
stops before this state is reached. In other words, a so-ca
minimal detour systemdevelops if the model parameters a
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FIG. 5. The structure of the emerging trail system~light grey! essentially depends on the attractiveness of the trails~i.e., on the paramete
k5IT/s!. If the trail attractiveness is small, a direct way system develops~left!; if it is large, a minimal way system is formed; otherwis
a minimal detour system will result~middle!, which looks similar to the trail system in the center of Fig. 3. The grey scale allows on
reconstruct the temporal evolution of the trail system before its final state was reached@28#.
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as

ca
b

chosen realistically~cf. Fig. 5!. The resulting trails can con
siderably differ from the direct ways which the pedestria
would use if these were equally comfortable.

A. Scaling to dimensionless equations

The use of existing trails depends on the visibility,
given by Eq.~20!. Assuming that the sight parameters is
approximately space independent, an additional simplifi
tion of the equations of trail formation can be reached
introducing dimensionless variables

x5
r

s
, ~21!

t~x!5
t

T~sx!
, ~22!
s

-
y

G8~x,t!5sG~sx,tT!, ~23!

Vtr8~x,t!5E d2x8 e2ix82xiG8~x8,t!, ~24!

Ua8 ~x!52ida /s2xi , ~25!

etc. Neglecting fluctuations in Eq.~6! for the moment, this
implies the following scaled equations:

dxa~t!

dt
5va8 ~xa ,t!'

va
0T~sxa!

s
ea8 ~xa ,t! ~26!

for pedestrian motion,
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ea8 ~x,t!5
“@Ua8 ~x!1Vtr8~x,t!#

i“@Ua8 ~x!1Vtr8~x,t!#i
~27!

for human orientation, and

dG8~x,t!

dt
5@G08~x!2G8~x,t!#1F12

G8~x,t!

Gmax8 ~x!
G

3(
a

I ~sx!T~sx!

s
d„x2xa~t!… ~28!

for environmental changes. Therefore, we find the surpris
result that the dynamics of trail formation is~apart from the
influence of the number and places of entering and depar
pedestrians! already determined by two local parametersk
andl instead of four, namely. the products

k~x!5
I ~sx!T~sx!

s
~29!

and

l~x!5
V0T~sx!

s
. ~30!

Herein,V0 denotes the mean value of the desired veloci
va

0 .

B. Macroscopic formulation of trail formation

From the above ‘‘microscopic’’ model of trail formatio
we will now derive the related ‘‘macroscopic’’ equation
For this purpose we need to distinguish different subpop
tions a of individuals a. By a(t) we denote the time-
dependent set of individualsa who have started from the
same entry pointpa with the same destinationda . Therefore,
the different setsa correspond to the possible~directed!
combinations between existing entry points and destinatio

Next, we define thedensityra(x,t) of individuals of sub-
populationa at placex by

ra~x,t!5 (
aPa~t!

d„x2xa~t!…. ~31!

Note that a spatial smoothing of the density is reached
a discretization of space, which is needed for a numer
implementation of the model. For example, if the discr
placesxi represent quadratic domains

A~xi !5$x:ix2xi i`<L%, ~32!

with an areauAu5L2, the corresponding density is

ra~xi ,t!5
1

uAu EA~xi !
d2x (

aPa~t!
d„x2xa~t!…. ~33!

However, for reasons of simplicity we will treat the contin
ous case.

The quantity
g

ng

s

-

s.

y
al
e

Na~t!5E d2xra~x,t!5 (
aPa~t!

E d2xd„x2xa~t!…

~34!

describes the number of pedestrians of subpopulationa, who
are walking on the ground at timet. It changes by pedestri
ans entering the system at the entry pointpa with a rate
Ra

1(pa ,t) and leaving it at the destinationsda with a rate
Ra

2(da ,t).
Due to the time dependence of the setsa(t), we will need

the set

aù~t!5a~t1D!ùa~t! ~35!

of pedestrians remaining in the system, the set

a1~t!5a~t1D!\aù~t! ~36!

of entering pedestrians, and the set

a2~t!5a~t!\aù~t! ~37!

of leaving pedestrians, for which the following relation
hold:

a1~t!ùa2~t!5B, ~38!

aù~t!øa1~t!5a~t1D!, ~39!

aù~t!øa2~t!5a~t!. ~40!

Therefore, Eq.~31! implies

]ra~x,t!

]t
5 lim

D→0

1

D F (
aPa~t1D!

d„x2xa~t1D!…

2 (
aPa~t!

d„x2xa~t!…G
5 lim

D→0
(

aPaù~t!

1

D
@d„x2xa~t1D!…2d„x2xa~t!…#

1 lim
D→0

1

D (
aPa1~t!

d„x2xa~t1D!…

2 lim
D→0

1

D (
aPa2~t!

d„x2xa~t!…. ~41!

Taking into account

lim
D→0

1

D
d„x2xa~t1D!)5 lim

D→0

1

D
d„x2xa~t!…

1
]

]t
d„x2xa~t!), ~42!

which follows by Taylor expansion, we obtain
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]ra~x,t!

]t
5 lim

D→0
(

aPa~t1D!

1

D
@d„x2xa~t1D!…

2d„x2xa~t!…#1 lim
D→0

1

D (
aPa1~t!

d„x2xa~t!…

2 lim
D→0

1

D (
aPa2~t!

d„x2xa~t!…. ~43!

With

lim
D→0

1

D
@d„x2xa~t1D!…2d„x2xa~t!…#

5
]

]t
d„x2xa~t!…52“d„x2xa~t!…•

dxa

dt

~44!

and the relations

Ra
1~x,t!5 lim

D→0

1

D (
aPa1~t!

d„x2xa~t!…, ~45!

Ra
2~x,t!5 lim

D→0

1

D (
aPa2~t!

d„x2xa~t!… ~46!

for the rates of pedestrians joining and leaving subpopula
a, we finally arrive at

]ra~x,t!

]t
52“• (

aPa~t!
va8 ~xa ,t!d„x2xa~t!…1Ra

1~x,t!

2Ra
2~x,t!, ~47!

whereRa
1(x,t) is zero away from the entry pointpa , and the

same holds forRa
2(x,t) away from the destinationda .

Now, we define theaverage velocityVa by

Va~x,t!5
1

ra~x,t! (
aPa~t!

va8 ~xa ,t!d„x2xa~t!…. ~48!

This gives us the desiredcontinuity equation

]ra~x,t!

]t
1“•@ra~x,t!Va~x,t!#5Ra

1~x,t!2Ra
2~x,t!

~49!

describing pedestrian motion. Fluctuation effects can
taken into account by the additionaldiffusion terms

(
b

“•@Dab~$rc%!“rb~x,t!# ~50!

on the right-hand side of Eq.~49! @61,28#. This causes the
trails to become somewhat broader.

Next, we rewrite Eq.~28! for environmental changes i
the form
n

e

dG8~x,t!

dt
5@G08~x!2G8~x,t!#1F12

G8~x,t!

Gmax8 ~x!
G

3(
a

k~x!ra~x,t !. ~51!

Finally, the orientation relation becomes

ea~x,t!5
“@Ua~x!1Vtr8~x,t!#

i“@Ua~x!1Vtr8~x,t!#i
, ~52!

with

Ua~x!52ida /s2xi . ~53!

Therefore, the average velocity is given by

Va~x,t!'
1

ra~x,t! (
aPa~t!

va
0T~sx!

s
ea~x,t!d„x2xa~t!…

'
V0T~sx!

s
ea~x,t!5l~x!ea~x,t!, ~54!

whereV0 is again the average desired pedestrian velocity
the case offrequent interactions~avoidance maneuvers! of
pedestrians,V0 must be replaced by suitable monotonica
decreasing functionsVa($rc%) of the densitiesrc @28,61,62#.
Moreover, fluctuation effects will be stronger, leading
greater diffusion functionsDab($rc%) and broader trails.

Summarizing our results, we found a macroscopic form
lation of trail formation which is given by Eqs.~49!–~54!
with Eq. ~24!. Apart from possible analytical investigation
it allows us to determine implicit equations for the stationa
solution, if the ratesRa

1(x,t) andRa
2(x,t) are time indepen-

dent. Setting the temporal derivatives to zero, we find
relations

G8~x!5

G08~x!1(
a

k~x!ra~x!

11(
a

k~x!ra~x!/Gmax8 ~x!

~55!

and

“•@ra~x!Va~x!#5Ra
1~x!2Ra

2~x!. ~56!

Together with Eqs.~24! and ~52!–~54!, relations~55! and
~56! allow one to calculate the finally evolving trail system
Again, we see that the resulting state depends on the
parametersl andk. In addition, it is determined by the re
spective boundary conditions, i.e., the configuration and
quency of usage of the entry point-destination pairs, wh
are characterized by the concrete form of the entering r
Ra

1(x) and leaving ratesRa
2(x).

The advantage of applying the macroscopic equation
that the finally evolving trail system can be calculated mu
more efficiently, since considerably less time is required
computing: The numerical solution can now be obtained
means of a simple iterative method which is comparable
the self-consistent-field technique. Examples are shown
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FIG. 6. Stationary solution of the macroscopic trail formation model, obtained by an iterative self-consistent-field method. S
boundary conditions were chosen as in Fig. 5, the results depending on the parameterk are almost identical to those of the correspondi
microsimulations@34#.
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Fig. 6 for different values ofk. As expected, the results agre
with the ones of the related microsimulations, which are
picted in Fig. 5.

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

We showed that the active walker concept is suitable
modeling and understanding trail formation by pedestri
and animals. Our model turned out to be in good agreem
with observations. It included an equation of motion of t
walkers, an equation describing environmental changes
the markings which they leave and their decay, a relat
reflecting the attractiveness of already existing trails, and
equation delineating their influence on orientation. Wher
frequently used trails are reinforced, rarely chosen trails v
ish in the course of time. This causes a tendency of t
bundling, which can be interpreted as an agglomeration p
-

r
s
nt

by
n
n
s

n-
il
e-

nomenon. However, the evolving patterns are not localiz
since the active walkers intend to reach certain destinatio
starting from their respective entry points.

The structure of the resulting trail system can consid
ably vary with the species. This depends decisively on
main effect which counteracts the trail attraction. Where
our model ants find their destinations~the food sources! by
chance, pedestrians can directly orient toward their dest
tions, so that fluctuations are not a necessary model com
nent in this case. Thus for certain ant species a dendritic
system is found, the detailed form of which depends on r
dom events, i.e., the concrete history of its evolution. Ped
trians, however, produce a minimal detour system, i.e.,
optimal compromise between a direct way system an
minimal way system.

As a consequence, we could derive a macroscopic mo
for the trail formation by pedestrians, but not for ants. Th
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implied a self-consistent-field method for a very efficient c
culation of the finally evolving trail system. This is dete
mined by the location of the entry points and destinatio
~e.g., houses, shops, or parking lots! and the rates of choos
ing the possible connections between them. Apart from
it depends on two parameters only, which was demonstr
by scaling to dimensionless equations. These are relate
the trail attractiveness and the average velocity of motio

A. Trail formation as a self-organization phenomenon

In order to demonstrate that the evolution of trail syste
can be understood as a typical self-organization phen
enon, our model has made a number of simplifying assu
tions about the agents. In the example of trail formation
certain ant species, the major difference from biology is t
the active walkers used in the simulations have far less c
plex capabilities than the biological creatures. They beh
almost like physical particles which respond to local forc
in a quite simple manner, without ‘‘implicit and explicit in
telligence’’ @56#. Compared to the complex ‘‘individual
based’’ models in ecology@8#, the active walker model pro
posed here provides a very simple but efficient tool
simulate a specific structure with only a few adjustable
rameters.

With respect to the formation of trunk trails, our mod
indicates that these patterns can be obtained also unde

FIG. 7. Comparison of different types of way systems betwe
four places: Thedirect way system~which is represented by th
black lines! provides the shortest connections between all en
points and destinations, but it covers much space. In real situat
pedestrians will produce a ‘‘minimal detour system’’ as the best
compromise between a direct way system and aminimal way sys-
tem~which is the shortest way system that connects all entry po
and destinations! @28#. The illustration shows a simulation resu
which could serve as a planning guideline. Its asymmetry is cau
by differences in the frequency of trail usage.~Note that the above
figure, in contrast to Figs. 5 and 6, does not display the gro
potential, but the trail potential. The latter appears considera
broader, since it takes into account the range of visibility of
trails. Arrows represent the positions and walking directions of
destrians. Therefore, they indicate the ways actually taken.!
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restrictions that~i! no visual navigation and internal storag
of information is provided; and~ii ! in the beginning, no
chemical signposts exist which lead the ants to the fo
sources and afterwards back to the nest. Rather, the fo
tion of trail systems can be described as a process of s
organization. Based on the interactions of the active walk
on a local or microscopic level, the emergence of a globa
macroscopic structure occurs. The basic interaction betw
the active walkers can be considered as indirect commun
tion mediated by an external storage medium@43,63#. This is
a collective process in which all active walkers are involve
The information which an active walker produces in terms
chemical markings affects the behaviors of the others. T
can be amplified during the evolution process or disapp
again, thus leading to a correlation between the informat
generated and to the self-organization of the walkers o
spatial level.

B. Implications for urban planners: optimization
of way systems

Computer simulations of our pedestrian trail formati
model will be a valuable tool for designing convenient w
systems~cf. Fig. 7!. For planning purposes the model param
etersl andk must be specified in a realistic way. Then o
needs to simulate the expected flows of pedestrians that e
the considered system at certain entry points with the int
tion to reach certain destinations. Already existing ways c
be taken into account by the functionG08(x). According to
our model, a trail system will evolve which minimizes ove
all detours and thereby provides an optimal compromise
tween a direct and a minimal way system. It is expected t
the corresponding ways meet the pedestrian requirem
best: They will most likely be accepted and actually us
since they take into account the route choice habits of pe
trians. For the simulation of realistic situations, the resu
can serve as planning guidelines for architects, landsc
gardeners, and urban planners.

C. Current research directions

Besides possible applications, our present research
cuses on two questions.~i! How must our trail formation
model be specified in order to be applicable to trail format
by hoofed animals or mice@64,65#? ~ii ! Can our model be
generalized in a way that allows us to understandhuman
decision making, in particular processes of finding suitab
compromises? Interestingly enough, one says that some
‘‘follows in somebody’s footsteps’’ or that someone ‘‘tread
new paths.’’ Therefore, a related theory for a more abstr
space~which represents the set of behavioral alternativ!
may describe the evolution of social norms and conventi
@11#.
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